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the central theme of Indian history during the last three
thousand years.
From the beginning of their occupation of India, the
Aryan's hold over the country was more cultural than
either political or economic. It was a conquest made by
men who, generation after generation, created or studied
literature, sacred^or profane, at Benares, Taxila, Nalanda,
Mathura, Ujjayint and a hundred similar places; who lived
under trying, if not well-nigh impossible conditions, and
gave to the people, in return for a meagre maintenance,
religion, ethics, literature, mythology, and above all, a self-
conscious cultural unity. The problem before them was the
absorption of the foreign, the depressed and the backward
elements of society around them into the fold of their
civilization. Since the day when the mythic Saryati put his
foot in this land, successive generations of such men have
largely Aryanised this province.
Girinagara, Anarttapura, Prabhasa and Candratirtha
(Caiidoda) attracted Brahmanas from all parts of the
country, Ujjayim, a great distributing centre of culture,
always dominated Gujarata. There was an asrama of
Vasishtha near Abu, of Kapila near Siddhapura,^ of Bhrgu
on the N armada, of Markandeya on the Payoshm.
But  Gujarata  was far away  from   Madhyadesa, and
the , culture she received, suffered both in   purity  and
rigidity   in the process of transplantation.   The MahU-
bMrata states that the Kshatriyas of this land had lost
their status   as they had no Brahmana to perform the
ritual so very essential  in the life of an Aryan.   The
Vishnu Pufflna enjoined that those who visited Saurashtra
should   undergo    purification.    Asoka   had   evidently
regarded  a   Greek good   enough to be a governor  of
this frontier colony.   Non-Brahmanical  Aryan doctrines
like those of Buddhism and Jainism had found a refuge
here.   During the    rule   of  the Satrap  Nahapana, the
Brahmanas had even accepted Greek women in marriage.
The varnasrama  dharma,  recognising  only  four main
castes, was accepted in theory; but, in practice, it gave
rise to a system which treated every small autonomous
group of settlers as a separate caste, and denied to any one

